

				2000 Rule Curve Study Approach Input

	Suggested changes to regulation alternatives being considered - evaluate the 2015 water levels targeting the bottom of the rule curve versus the middle due to concerns with work at the International Falls dam (compare them to prior years under the 2000 rule curve with similar weather conditions and extrapolate to high water years since the implementation of the 2000 rule curve); modify the lake level management process such that the velocity of the response to lake level changing events is enhanced

Additional approaches or factors to consider - a dynamic rule curve that can adapt to high/low water conditions in given years and the effects of climate change over the longer term; changing the directive from targeting the middle of the rule curve to targeting the bottom of the rule curve or adjusting the rule curves such that the bottom of the 2000 rule curves becomes the middle of the new rule curve; increasing the reservoir capacity of the Namakan basin in the spring to allow for flow reductions into Rainy when heavy rainfall occurs (while the 2000 rule curve has been beneficial to the Namakan Basin it has created negative impacts to those downstream, a contributing factor was the loss of storage capacity in the spring, some of this storage capacity could be restored; change the two independent rule curves for the Namakan and Rainy Lake basins to interactive rule curves in order to allow for deviation in extreme weather conditions
Impact of factors of most importance - the impact of extremely high water levels as in 2014 is of prime importance considering the recentness of the event but low water levels are a concern as well for all interests (shaving off the peaks of high and low water levels is a key concern); as we experienced in 2014 and other years there is a direct correlation between late ice outs and high-water events throughout the watershed; extensive study of the restriction at Ranier and Pithers Point should be undertaken immediately - the CN Rail Bridge has expanded its supporting structures  over time further restricting the flow to the dam.  		
Additional studies, etc. -  a documented effect of climate change in Minnesota is the change in precipitation events from small amounts stretched over a number of days to large amounts in a single day or large daily amounts over consecutive days.  This changes the dynamic when looking at precipitation even though total precipitation amounts have not changed appreciatively
Other considerations - the knowledge of people who live, work and recreate in the basins is hard to quantify but is a valuable resource to be included when looking at predicting potential water levels in the spring as well as adding the variable of moisture in the woods and its impact on drainage amounts and velocity;  allowing dam operators the flexibility to operate predicatively within the rule curves; while we understand the problem related to hybrid cattail there may be other solutions other than lowering water levels for extended periods of time such as harvesting for livestock consumption (directives issued to the companies to target the lower portion of the rule for Rainy lake was beneficial to wild rice this past summer); there are a limited number of rain gauges throughout the Rainy-Namakan Basin, increasing the instrumentation measuring rain would allow the Water Levels Committee to be more proactive in anticipating flow and making decisions on opening or closing dam gates; cumulatively, significant inflow to Rainy Lake comes through dams and control structures that the IJC does not receive information from or exercise control over, anticipating precipitation and regulating inflow from these areas, including inspection and maintenance, would make it easier to regulate the level of Rainy Lake and make decisions related to outflow

